
the ultimate in 
off-road mobility

TERRAINHopper



CREATED FOR ADVENTURE
For many years, those with mobility challenges could only go as far as the pavement would take them.  Not anymore.   
The TerrainHopper provides users the ability to get off the pavement and explore areas that were previously inaccessible.  Areas that  
were once off-limits such as beaches, hiking trails, state and national parks and simply enjoying your own property are now attainable.   
The TerrainHopper provides the power, comfort and capabilities necessary to tackle almost any terrain with ease.  The TerrainHopper  
is great for hunting, fishing, hiking, strolling on the beach, working on the farm, and trekking through the snow. 
 
We recognized that not everyone requires joystick controls.  Therefore we designed the TerrainHopper so it can be driven  
with either handlebar/throttle controls or with joystick controls. This makes it the only off-road mobility vehicle on the  
market with dual control capabilities.  Also, it’s long wheelbase and low center of gravity makes it the most stable 4-wheel  
drive off-road mobility vehicle.

As an Other Power-Driven Mobility Device (OPDMD), the TerrainHopper can be used by a mobility impaired person  
anywhere  a pedestrian is allowed. This includes public beaches, state and national parks, hiking trails and sidewalks.
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Visit our website to
build your own today!

terrainhopperusa.com

MAKING THE 
IMPOSSIBLE POSSIBLE 
The TerrainHopper Overlander 4ZS is the ultimate in off-road mobility.   
The TerrainHopper, with stunning design, innovative technology  
and breathtaking performance, is the highest quality and  
most capable all-terrain mobility vehicle. Constructed  
using only the finest materials including aircraft grade  
aluminum, it is designed to last.

“Rockin’ my TerrainHopper at the river”

— Dominic,Nevada



STANDARD FEATURES

Lithium Batteries 
(60AH)(60AH)

“…There is no other ability 
vehicle like it in the world…”

— Frank,Florida

4 Wheel Drive  
(each wheel has its own motor)(each wheel has its own motor)

Adjustable Seating  
(forward, back and recline)(forward, back and recline)

4 Wheel Independent 
Suspension



Side Bars Raise  
(for easy access from either side)(for easy access from either side)

Easy Access from Either Side

Financing Available!

Handlebar or Joystick Control OptionsFull Lighting Package
(headlights and taillights)(headlights and taillights)



CUSTOM OPTIONS

Waterproofing

Lithium Battery Upgrades
(100AH or 200AH)(100AH or 200AH)

 4 or 5 Point Harness

Rear Mounted
Hitch Receiver

Joystick Controls

Additional LED Lighting Package
(Front and Rear)(Front and Rear)

Removable 16Wx12D
Storage Platform

(requires Hitch Receiver)(requires Hitch Receiver)

Manual Rotating Seat

Removable/Lockable
Aluminum Storage Case

Extended Chassis
(6” extension for people(6” extension for people

greater than 6’ tall)greater than 6’ tall)

Warn Winch with Mount,
Battery, and Charger

(remote available)(remote available)

Overhead Roll Bar



Ultrawide Turf Tires 
(24 x 8.5-14)(24 x 8.5-14)

Bazooka 24” Party Bar
Bluetooth Speaker

Attendant Kill Switch

Front Mounted 1 ¼”  
Hitch Receiver

Adjustable Foot Rest

12V Power Plug
to Power Accessories

Monster Tires
(180/80-14 | available (180/80-14 | available 

only on the extended chassis)only on the extended chassis)

Rifle Mount

Cup Holder

Dual Fishing Pole Holder

Custom
Powder Coat Colors

Full Size Spare Wheel
(with Tire/Tube)(with Tire/Tube)



28” Seat Height

47” Wheelbase

Ground Clearance
of ~10 inches

72”

42”

(with winch)
78”

Weight: 450 lbs
(not including batteries)

(with winch)

46”  Total Height

 26” Seat Height

42”  With Seat 
          Folded Down

66”

Ground Clearance
of ~9 inches

41” Wheelbase
34”

72”

STANDARD CHASSIS SPECS

Extended Chassis Specs with Monster Wheels



Extended Chassis Specs with Monster Wheels

“…Don’t let life’s setbacks stop  
you from your adventures!…”

— Todd, California



DASH PANEL AT A GLANCE

the ultimate in 
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“The TerrainHopper has  
reopened a part of the world  
I thought was permanently  
off limits for me”

— Ed,Canada



LITHIUM BATTERY 
RANGE OPTIONS

the ultimate in 
off-road mobility

Standard 8-12 Mile Range Lithium Battery (60AH)

Optional 13-17 Mile Range Lithium Battery (100AH)

Optional 26-34 Mile Range Lithium Battery (200AH)

Battery range is estimated and depends entirely on the type of terrain,  
speed, gear ratio selected and the weight of the user. Below are range estimates.

PERFORMANCE OPTIONS
All-terrain performance is based on speed selection. The lower your  
top speed the more torque you will have to all four wheels.

4mph Top Speed Option
(designed with maximum torque  

for extreme off-roading)

8mph Top Speed Option
(designed with less torque and higher 

speed for less exteme off-roading)

12mph Top Speed Option
(designed with higher speed for 

less demanding off-roading)
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TERRAINHopper
8270 S Kyrene Road • Suite B-106 • Tempe, AZ 85284 | (833) 846-7737 | info@terrainhopperusa.com | terrainhopperusa.com

The TerrainHopper conforms to the United States Department of Justice final rules and regulations under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)  
covering access for persons with disabilities with their power mobility devices, by all Covered Entities into all areas where members of the public  
are allowed to go. The TerrainHopper is considered an Other Power-Driven Mobility Device (OPDMD) which is defined by the US Justice  
Department as “any mobility device powered by batteries, fuel or other engines…. that is used by individuals with mobility disabilities for the  
purpose of locomotion…or any mobility device designed to operate in areas without defined pedestrian routes, but that is not a wheelchair.

TerrainHopper is a proud member of the Hoppers for Heroes program. The mission of the Hoppers for Heroes program is to give mobility-challenged 
veterans, first responders and other everyday heroes the opportunity to regain their freedom by helping to make TerrainHopper off-road mobility 
de vices available. Hoppers for Heroes is a nationwide program that works in partnership with corporate sponsors and philanthropic individuals and 
foundations to help fund TerrainHoppers for heroes. The Hoppers for Heroes program also partners with 501(c)(3) non-profit organizations around 
the United States to help fund TerrainHoppers for adaptive hiking, hunting, sports or other outdoor programs.


